Topic: Tips to Avoid Plagiarism in
Essay Writing
Essay writing is a hard nut to crack! Yes, it is! It poses many challenges in collecting information and
offering evidence for your information. There is a dire need to collect ideas previously established and
including pertinent information in your write my essay, but you have to be very cautious. Do not fall into the
trap of plagiarism!
Plagiarism, in simple words, is taking someone else’s ideas and presenting them as your own. If your essay
fell prey to plagiarism, it will not only damage your reputation and grade but at the same time buy essay,
you might face issues like suspension or expulsion. Now you understand the trouble of plagiarism!

Guard yourself against the monster of plagiarism, with these tips and hacks:
Start as Early as Possible
To be on the safe side, start your work as early as possible. So that you have enough time to explore
sources. Take your time, and understand the sources where you will extract information. If you understand
each source, you will be able to reproduce the ideas in your words in literary essay.

If you have wasted a lot of time already or do not have ample time to do thorough research for your essay,
ask an expert, “write my essay for me”. Essay writing services are the last resort for many students.
Understand the context
Never make the mistake of copy-pasting the text verbatim from your source, instated always write in your
words or how to write a term paper. This will be possible for you if you understand the source well.
If you think you are not understanding the context of source information, do not put it exactly in your essay.
Use Quotes
Inform the reader, you obtained this text from some other paper. Use quotation marks to indicate the text is
from another paper. It should be exactly the same as it appears in the principal source.
Cite Carefully
Words and ideas that are not your own must be cited accurately. Even if the content is from your own
previous paper, cite yourself. If you include any published material without citation, its plagiarism.
However, facts and common knowledge need no citation in mba essay examples.
Add Value
Do not include whatever you find in the source. Your own insights coupled with the facts and common
knowledge will add value to the essay only. This is going to score you better marks.
Keep in mind, your job is not to reproduce someone else’s ideas, rather show understanding of the topic.
And the only way to attain this is extensive research and understanding the information you share in the
essay.
Internet is a Source
Everything you get from the internet has to be cited. Even if it is not in a book or a published source. It is
still work done by someone else. Always cite the websites so that you do not face the issue of plagiarism at
the end of the day. generally, blogs are not recommended to cite, but still, if you use some information from
blog, give credit to the author.
Manage your Citations
When you cite information from a source, keep records using some citation software such as Zotero or
EndNote. Once you end your essay, make a reference page to inform your reader about the sources you are
referring to.
Use plagiarism checkers
Last but not least, always use plagiarism checking software before you make final submission of your essay.
Online free tools are also available that are very handy to use for essay topic generator.
Sometimes you do not intend to plagiarize someone else’s work but accidental plagiarism exists.
These tips and tricks will never make you caught in the trap of plagiarism. Try to understand sources, and
be original in whatever you write in your essay!
Break a leg!
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